TRIMBLE® EARTHWORKS GO!

2D GRADE CONTROL SYSTEM
FOR BB30 SERIES BOX BLADE

SETTING THE NEW STANDARD
FOR COMPACT MACHINE CONTROL

APPLICATIONS

For contractors and owner operators interested in supercharging
their compact grading attachments, the Trimble® Earthworks GO!
grade control platform enables high-accuracy grading capability
in an easy to use, portable platform.

Contractors
Drastically improve operator
performance and reduce
rework

Unparalleled Portability

Earthworks GO! technology is compatible with any Kubota
Compact Track Loader or Skid Steer Loader. It lets contractors
quickly swap the system between machines to take care of the
job at hand. Save machine profiles to the GO! Box to ensure
you only have to set up your machines once, so you can get
back to work.

Proven Performance

Get the results you need, the first time. Eliminate the need for
guessing and rework, and get to grade the first time, faster
than ever. Operators who leverage machine control increase
productivity by 20% on average. Trimble Earthworks GO! makes
it easier than ever to see the benefits machine control can bring
to your business.

Eliminate lengthy setup
processes to minimize
downtime on the job site
Owners/Operators
Get jobs done quickly with
a system that has a minimal
learning curve
Leverage your own smart
device as your primary
machine interface
Grow your business with
technology that delivers
a proven 20% increase in
productivity

KEY SYSTEM
FEATURES

Trimble GO! Box

iOS and Android compatibility
allows operators to use their
smart device as the primary
machine interface
GO! Box technology enables
full sensing technology with no 		
mounting hardware required
System is fully integrated with
your Kubota controls
Simple harnessing solutions
ensure a low-profile, easy to
maintain solution

Fully portable with magnetic mounts
Contains system IMU and on board computer
Ruggedized for construction environments and
exposure to the elements

Trimble LR410 Laser Receivers
9" Detection window for maximum working range
Can work with OEM masts or Trimble manual masts
Perfect for high precision grading needs

2D automatic ready
Easy setup with integrated
installation & calibration tutorials
Proven laser-guided technology
enables high precision grading
Save machine profiles to
enable one-time setup

Smart Device Display
Designed for visibility in bright daylight
Intuitive software design for unmatched ease of use
Integrated setup tutorials to get up and running faster
than ever

BYOD INTERFACE

(Bring Your Own Device)
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